WordPress Toolkit Features

Build a better WordPress management experience providing more efficient operations, convenient, time-saving features, enhanced security, and increased customization for WordPress installations.

Harness the power of WordPress and cPanel & WHM®️ with WordPress Toolkit Lite and WordPress Toolkit Deluxe Editions!

WordPress Toolkit Lite is a free version of the product for basic setup and maintenance. WordPress Toolkit Deluxe is a paid upgrade and comes with advanced features and smart updates as highlighted below.
Efficient

Work faster with cPanel WordPress Toolkit, whether you are a hosting reseller, developer, or an end-user creating your first site.

Dashboard
Manage all your WordPress sites through a simple dashboard with WordPress Toolkit. Besides a live screenshot, it also shows the current update & security status as well as the most used features for easy access. Thanks to batch processing, WordPress Toolkit can do various operations to all selected websites simultaneously.

Search Engine Indexing
Allow or disallow search engine bots to crawl your website. Disabling this option enables the “Discourage search engines from indexing this site” option in WordPress, which, in turn, adds the “noindex,nofollow” tags to your website’s header and adds the Disallow directive to the virtual robots.txt file.

Single-Sign-On
Allow admins and users to directly login to the WordPress sites without the need to enter username and password for the WordPress website.

Manage Admin Users
Manage the admin users and change credentials like password or email from WordPress Toolkit.

Manual Updates
Apply updates for WordPress core, plugins, themes and languages for all WordPress websites at once.

Automatic Updates
Automatically apply WordPress core, plugin, and themes for all WordPress websites to ensure the website is protected against hackers.

Available in the Deluxe Edition Only

Scan for Websites
Scan your cPanel account for previously installed WordPress sites and integrate them seamlessly into the dashboard.

**Convenient**

**Smart Updates**
Perform updates without ever breaking a site. With Smart Updates enabled, the WordPress Toolkit always creates a staging website with a fresh database and temporary credentials to test updates for WordPress core, plugins, themes, and languages before applying them to the live website. If Smart Updates discovers any errors during the regression tests, the updates won’t be applied to the production site and the site owner will be notified. A manual mode offers a visual comparison of before and after screenshots for the user including a detailed summary.

*Available in the Deluxe Edition Only*

**Plugin & Theme Management**
Install any plugin or theme directly from WordPress.org as well as themes not hosted on WordPress.org. Manage plugins and themes such as activation, deactivation, deletion per site, or in bulk.

*Available in the Deluxe Edition Only*

**Plugin & Theme Sets Installation**
Define sets of plugins and themes to can be installed and configured on any new WordPress installations and allow your users to choose targeted presets (e.g. for eCommerce sites or your favorite plugins & themes).

**Staging**
Create a staging copy of a WordPress website with its own database and credentials. The WordPress Toolkit can copy data between the live website and each of the corresponding stages.

*Available in the Deluxe Edition Only*

**Cloning**
Create a 1:1 clone of a website on a new subdomain, domain, or in a subfolder with a new database. WordPress Toolkit also creates new credentials for the website and the database (for improved security) and takes care of updating the configurations.

*Available in the Deluxe Edition Only*

**Maintenance Mode**
Hide a WordPress website behind a “coming soon” page with the ability to customize the page. Create custom “coming soon” countdown pages with just 1-click.
Secure & Backup

Safeguarding and backing up your WordPress installations is as simple as “point and click” with cPanel WordPress Toolkit.

Installation
Create fresh installations of WordPress from the WordPress Toolkit interface. WordPress Toolkit always installs the latest version from WordPress.org, creates a database, and sets up the wp-config file accordingly. It also applies critical security recommendations and creates a fully secured website by default.

1-Click-Hardening
Apply multiple security recommendations to WordPress instance(s). These recommendations occasionally update to follow the recommendations from experts of the WordPress Community. 
Available in the Deluxe Edition Only

Backup & Restore
WordPress Toolkit offers an easy to use snapshot backup mechanism which is triggered before any critical operations like major core updates or syncing changes from a staging website.

Debug Management

Password Protection
Restrict public access to the website by requiring all visitors to provide a username and password.